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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates impacts ofF3 manipulations within given human voice signals. For this purpose two psychoa-
coustic experiments were carried out. Following the source filter theory ofspeech production, two modifications to the
formantF3 have been investigated, the impact of shifting frequency and of widening bandwidth on perceived vowel
quality. Parametric formant manipulations are possible by using the methodof linear prediction (LP) analysis, root ex-
traction of LP data and FIR zero-pole design. For the sake of control, test sounds are pitched synthetically. As reference
for psychoacoustic tests natural voice signals were used across a widerange of the vowel quality. Subjects had to rate
similarity of perceived vowel quality of two manipulated sounds against theoriginal reference sound. A general result
from the study is that vowel quality perception is rather tolerant against bandwidth manipulations but quite sensitive to
frequency manipulations. Only 60% of the subjects perceived vowel quality dissimilarities even when the bandwidth of
F3 had been increased by about 600 Hz. On the contrary,F3 frequency shifts even as low as 150 Hz already evoked
likewise perceptual differences for 80% of the subjects.

INTRODUCTION

Formants are commonly divided into speaker dependent char-
acteristicsF3, F4 and vowel characteristic formantsF1, F2
[1, 2, 3]. Precise vowel classification results can be achieved by
combining pitch (F0), F1 andF2 in a closed analytical poly-
nomial, verified against the vowel trapeze of the International
Phonetic Association (IPA) [4]. It is commonly believed, that
even front vowels like [i] or [e] can be clearly classified with-
out higher formants, as shown in experiments [4]. However,
the early work of Stumpf on speech fundamentals would not
suggest such simplification [5].
Other studies show that there is a robust speaker dependent
link between both, the lower (F1, F2) and higher (F3, F4)
formants [6, 7]. In that, it seems that the formant structure of
human speech follows some functional regularities. It also has
been shown thatF3 is predictable byF1 andF2. The pos-
sibility to predictF3 by means of the lower formants can be
regarded as specific to the human vocal tract.
The motivation of this study was to investigate perception de-
pendencies by varying the formant structure synthetically. For
this purpose, this study aims at verifying tolerable frequency
shifts and bandwidth widenings. The findings would possibly
allow to model mentioned functional regularities ofF3 with
F1 andF2, and to further qualify vowel quality extraction.
Psychoacoustic investigations were carried out in order to com-
pare synthesized and naturally spoken vowels. For this pur-
pose, synthetic vowel samples were pitched atF0 of the re-
spective natural vowel and subsequently filtered byF3 manip-
ulated transfer functions.
This paper is organized as follows: in the sectionPsychoacous-
tical Teststhe test method, the stimuli and subject informations
will be discussed. The second section contains the test results.
Finally, the last two sections will show some application pos-
sibilities of the upcoming results.

PSYCHOACOUSTIC TESTS

In the present study two psychoacoustic listening tests ("paired
comparison tests") were carried out in which subjects had to
compare naturally spoken reference vowels with synthetically
pitched vowels.
In the test, all sounds were accessible by individual play but-
tons, and the subjects were free to choose any starting point,
sequence or number of repetitions for their comparison task.
After each test, the subjects had to answer the question "Which
of the synthetic vowels was more similar to the naturally spo-
ken vowel? Please decide on the basis of a change in vowel
quality!" . There were three possible answers DEC 1: "clear
decision for one of the synthetic vowels", DEC 2: "no deci-
sion, both synthetic vowels had the same vowel quality as the
natural vowel" and DEC 3: "no decision, both synthetic vowels
had an equally large difference to the natural vowel".
Prior to the the test a training was accomplished to ensure that
the subjects clearly understood the meaning vowel quality. Fur-
ther, the test conductor demonstrated potential vowel quality
changes and the extent of possible perception drifts.

Stimuli

In this present study five exemplary vowels, taken fromIPA
help 2.1, SIL Internationalwhich is available at [8], were cho-
sen as naturally spoken vowel samples. These natural vowels
were taken to cover a wide range of vowel qualities and tongue
positions (for details see Fig. 1).
As noted above, the following signal processing is based on

LP analysis. The mathematical background is briefly reviewed
to understand the upcoming manipulations of individual for-
mants.
The autoregressive (AR) model of LP analysis is given by

H(z) =
1

1−
p
∑

k=1
ak ·z−k

=
1

A(z)
(1)
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Figure 1: IPA vowel trapeze, reference sounds for the test are
marked with bold letters

wherez= r ·exp(− jω/Fs) is a complex number with magni-
tuder and angleω/Fs and p is the LP-order which depends
on the sampling frequencyFs. LP analysis computes the coef-
ficientsak.
With r = 1 we follow the unit circle of the complex z-plane and
H(z) can be simplified toH(ω). Its power spectrum|H (ω)|2

contains peaks at formant frequencies. The corresponding mag-
nitudes are inversely related to their bandwidths. These reso-
nances occur at radial frequencies where roots ofA(z) = 0 are
crossed while passing through the unit circle (see Fig. ). It be-
comes evident that it is very useful to transform the complex
polynomialA(z) into the factorized form. It is given by

A(z) = 1−
p

∑
k=1

ak ·z
−k = z−p ·

p

∏
k=1

(z−ψk). (2)

where each root pairψk can be written as a complex number
ψk = rk ·exp(± jθk).
Now, starting from this zero-pole representation form, it is easy
to evaluate the center frequencies and the 3-dB bandwidths of
all formants [9]. These relationships can be expressed by

fk =
Fs

2π
θk (3)

Bk =
Fs

π
ln

(

1
rk

)

(4)

with θk = tan−1
(

Imag {ψk}

Real{ψk}

)

andrk = |ψk|

for thek-th formant.
If the computation time does not matter, equation (2) can be
solved by standard root solvers.
The separation offormant rootsand less significant rootsis
commonly carried out by the use of bandwidth criteria which
are equivalent to minimum radius criteria. With (4) it can be
expressed by

rk,min = exp

(

−
Bk,max·π

Fs

)

, (5)

The literature suggests a maximum bandwidthBk,max of 150
Hz, 200 Hz, and 300 Hz for the first three formants, respec-
tively [10].

F3 manipulation by root shifting- F3 manipulations were car-
ried out by shifting the corresponding roots,ψF3.
Such shifting can be parameterized by displacements of the
absolute value|ψF3|= rF3 (bandwidth manipulation) and sep-
arately by displacements of the anglearg{ψF3} = θF3 (center
frequency manipulation). This results in manipulated polyno-
mialsAm(z) and in manipulated transfer functionsHm(z).
The set of usedF3 manipulations for each natural vowel can
be found in Tab. 1 and it’s spectral impacts are shown in Fig.

Frequency shifts Bandwidth extensions
No. in Hz in Hz

1 -300 300
2 -150 600
3 150 1000
4 300

Table 1:F3 root manipulation values

2.
Permutations cover the entire range of possible pairwise com-
parisons, six pairs for frequency manipulations and three pairs
for bandwidth manipulations for each natural vowel.

Subjects and test environment

A total of 41 german-speaking persons attended the listening
tests of this study. None of the subjects suffered from hear-
ing impairments. Furthermore, all subjects claimed not to be
experienced in terms of speech intelligibility or psychoacous-
tic tests. The age of the participants ranged between 17 to 53
years of age.
Subjects were post selected by individual reliability, individual
disagreements [11] and by individual rating times.
In summary, only one subject had to be sorted out.
All tests were held in well-defined environments. The mono
sounds were presented via headphones from a PC and subject’s
decisions were recorded directly on the PC.

RESULTS

The analysis of raw data bases on a simple rating scheme. It
was organized as followsDEC 1 = 1 pt, DEC 2 = 0.5 pt and
DEC 3 = 0.25 pt.
For clarity the reference vowels in Fig. 3 + 4 were marked.
The key finding of this study is: human perception is far more
sensitive to formant frequency shifts than to bandwidth widen-
ing. Even a slight frequency shift ofF3 ( ≥ 150 Hz) evokes
changes of perceived vowel quality, whereas only a relatively
large bandwidth widening ofF3 (≥ 600 Hz) evoke likewise
changes of perceived vowel quality.
A more detailed evaluation shows that only 60% of the subjects
were able to perceive changes of the vowel quality when band-
width widened by more than 600 Hz. In contrast, frequency
shifts of 150 Hz were perceived by 80% of the subjects.

Frequency shifting results

The distributions in Fig. 3 reveal the following results:

• Perceived vowel quality is dependent on the consistent
position ofF3.

• Larger frequency manipulation ofF3 evoke larger drifts
of perceived vowel quality.

• There is no symmetrical trend, dimension or weighting
for perceptual changes.

• F3 manipulations have stronger impact on the percep-
tion of front vowels than on the perception of middle
and back vowels.

Bandwidth extension results

The distributions in Fig. 4 reveal the following results:

• Manipulation ofF3-bandwidth has stronger impacts on
perceived vowel quality of front vowels than on middle
and back vowels.

• Only a bandwidth widening beyond 600 Hz cause sig-
nificant changes of the vowel quality perception. Fur-
ther increase of the bandwidth has almost no impact on
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Figure 2: Fig.(a),(c) = poles ofH(z) andHm(z), circles: poles ofH(z), stars: poles ofHm(z)
Fig.(b),(d) = corresponding spectra|H(ω)|dB and|Hm(ω)|dB in dB, bold line =|H(ω)|dB, thin lines =|Hm(ω)|dB
see Fig.(a),(b) for frequency shifts, see Fig.(c),(d) for bandwidth extensions

perception.
• Remarkable is the gradient of the distribution in Fig.4(d)

of the vowel [o], which stands in great contrast to the
other vowels.

• Middle vowels seem to be robust against bandwidth ex-
tensions ofF3.

DISCUSSION

There are two key aspects which should be discussed in this
section:

1. How can the results of this present study be utilized?
2. Are there tolerance limits forF3 displacements?

1. - As already mentioned in the introduction, vowel classifica-
tions are already precise when usingF0,F1 andF2 only. Nev-
ertheless, classifications inaccuracy and classification gross er-
rors occur. These are caused by incorrect formant extractions.
So far there are no subsequent control mechanisms to avoid
such faulty extractions. For this reason, a post-screening of the
vowel classification is proposed. Therefore, the functional reg-
ularity of the formant constellation, as mentioned above [6, 7],
can be used to avoid faulty extractions.F3 prediction allows
for comparing prediction and determined results ofF3 for cor-
rectness.

2. - Boundaries in which F3 may vary without effecting on the
perceived vowel quality are specified separately in Tab. 2.
Note:

Based on the results of this study, the proposedF3-prediction-
control-mechanism for vowel classification should be most fo-
cused on the frequency bands for prediction than on bandwidth
criteria. This is due to the fact thatF3 bandwidth variations
seem to be rather negligible.

Frequency boundaries Maximum 3-dB bandwidth

±150 Hz BF2 +600 Hz

Table 2: Bandaries of a meaningfulF3 prediction,BF2 = band-
width of formantF2

CONCLUSION

This paper presented drifts of perceived vowel qualities caused
by F3 manipulations. It was shown that human perception is
quite sensitive to frequency manipulations but not very sensi-
tive to bandwidth manipulations ofF3. This was exposed by
the results of psychoacoustic tests in which subjects had to rate
vowel quality differences of synthetically manipulated vowels
to naturally spoken vowels. Accordingly, only 60% of the sub-
jects were able to notice differences between bandwidth ma-
nipulated sounds and reference sounds while 80% of the sub-
jects perceived frequency manipulations.
In agreement with earlier findings [5], it can be confirmed that
the perception of front vowels is dependent on higher formants,
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Figure 3: Distribution of the decisions for the frequency shift
according to DEC 1 to 3, note: results containing crossed test-
ings, for instance 1 vs. 4 against Ref
Identification of the reference vowels in test: (a)=[i], (b)=[e],
(c)=[@], (d)=[5], (e)=[o]
For the Manipulation Index (abscissa) see Tab. 1
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Figure 4: Distribution of the decisions for the bandwidth ex-
tensions according to DEC 1 to 3
Identification of the reference vowels in test: (a)=[i], (b)=[e],
(c)=[@], (d)=[5], (e)=[o]
For the Manipulation Index (abscissa) see Tab. 1

especially onF3. Back and middle vowels are much more ro-
bust againstF3 manipulations.
Results of this work suggest the separation into speaker de-
pendent formants and vowel characteristic formants is correct
only for back vowels. Front vowels, however, reveal logical
structure of formants, so that lower and higher formants have
to beproperly arrangedfor acorrectvowel quality perception.
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